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Tides,
Pitch and sway here,
Where no tides are.
Ear and eye whorl into
A singular vision;
The inland sea grows still,
And still the long lake currents
Running in from four cold lakes away
Round and round an old, old
Umbilical . • .
Roll, buoy, you
Chaste articulations of rise and fall,
Your old dong and dong, dong,
Tongueing home your neat notions,
Measured out in one stately equation
That insinuates a wholeSlipping. Thrusting like a fin,
Your rusty tongue into
An old black hole.
Lift and fall,
In and out of tide,
And ring your bell-tongue echoes. Song,
From surface ripple down to rock bottom.
A half-heard shout, monotonous,
Rhythmic, heard, unheard,
From lake to lake,
Rock to rock wall,
Harbor to headland,
Echoing still • . •
/Susan Pulick/
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First time I ever seen Hooper wa
school. There he sat, a-swingin' as
could. Looked like he was fixing to
the top bar of the big iron swing set
if he'd make it, so I stopped at the
tightened my braids.
He was laughin' and whoopin' up
back and forth. He reminded me of on
legs that comes out from under the po
and skinny as he gangled his legs 'ro
Anyways, there he was, a-sittin' and
singin' so hard as to wake the Almigb
name was he doin' there so early? I
plants and clean blackboards and stuf
he was there just to have fun. As hE
huge cutoff breeches a-fillin' up anc
wind. How did he ever keep them hugE
of his head was covered with fuzzy b:
was almost bald in others. He leane<
he could, with his mouth wide open Se
gurggle his tongue round a bit. He
scared him a good one 'cause he sat 1
bare feet in the gravel, but jumped
a-goin' and fell to his knees. I go
could run off and started talkin' .
I told him I was a terrible mite sor
like I done, and I asked him his nam
"Hooper" he said.
"Hooper what?"
"juS Hooper."
just Hooper? Don't you gc
"I don't got no daddy ta gimme
I looked kinda odd at him and 1
his dirty 01' red polo shirt. I not
big 01' pants up. They was held up
a big awkward knot round his skinny
couldn't get it quite tight nough Sl
hung on his hips. His shirt was st"
so's 1 could see his ribs, and it w
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